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NEW FEATURES
FOR 2021!
FOR MORE DETAILS,
SEE PAGE 58!

LIONEL VOICE CONTROL
CONTROL YOUR TRAIN
WITH VOICE COMMANDS!
Simply speak a command into your phone
via your Lionel LionChief® App and
watch as your engine follows your lead!

The Lionel Voice Control feature is available
on all new and previously produced
Bluetooth equipped engines.

VOICE STREAMING
& RECORDING

Stream or Record
Custom Announcements!

The new Bluetooth 5.0 engines will allow you to use the
Lionel LionChief® App to record your own voice and use that
recording as a custom train announcement on your engine,
OR stream your voice LIVE through the engine!
The Voice Streaming & Recording feature is only available on select Bluetooth 5.0 equipped engines.
Look for the VSR logo on product and in the catalog!

O SCALE
Lionel’s O Scale products are of the most premium products in model railroading. With
superior mechanisms, high-end features, and stunning, life-like details; these engines
and complementary rolling stock resemble their true-to-life counterparts in 1:48 scale.
You’ll find some of our most advanced features here like locomotives equipped with both
Bluetooth and LEGACY control, advanced smoke and sound features, and intricate details.
LEGACY® Control System This revolutionary control system allows you to run your
LEGACY® Control System-equipped locomotive just like a real engineer runs his trains.
With its enhanced sounds and 200 speed steps, this system allows properly equipped
engines to function with unparalleled options. The CAB-2 Remote Controller has an LCD
screen display, vibration that simulates the effort of the locomotive, and other exciting
operating features. The CAB-1L Remote Controller is a simplified alternative to unlock
many LEGACY® features. New LEGACY® locomotives in this catalog can also be controlled
by your smart device with the LionChief® App with simplified control and functions.
ODYSSEY II Speed Control Slow speed and start-up operation are smooth and steady
with ODYSSEY II Speed Control. Watch your locomotive as it creeps through the yard or
fights up a grade without hesitation. Odyssey II also maintains your train’s constant
speed through curves and up and down grades.
ElectroCouplers™ (LEGACY®, LionChief® Plus, TMCC® required) Open these couplers
anywhere on the layout without uncoupling track sections. The CAB-1 or CAB-2 Remote
Controller activates the ElectroCouplers™.
Wireless Tether™ Looking to enhance the appearance of Lionel steam locomotives,
we developed the exclusive infrared Wireless Tether connection so that the locomotive
and tender can communicate without cumbersome wiring between the units. LEGACY®
equipped steam locomotives have a new small profile housing that mounts to the top
of the drawbar!
RailSounds® Widely regarded as the industry standard, the impressive RailSounds®
sound system brings the real sounds of the railroad to your layout. From the mechanical
symphony of the locomotives, to the commotion of the station, you will be impressed by
the digitally recorded samples of these special and authentic sounds.
Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth on board, allowing them to connect with a
compatible smart device.
Lionel Voice Control (LVC) Gives users the ability to speak commands into their
phone via the Lionel LionChief® App and control their train with voice commands.
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LEGACY STEAM
®

LEGACY® STEAM LOCOMOTIVES
ON PAGES 8-19 ARE EQUIPPED WITH THESE GREAT FEATURES.
?

?

?

?

LEGACY® Control System equipped – able to
run in LEGACY® Control mode, in TrainMaster
Command Control mode, or in Conventional
mode with a standard transformer
Bluetooth® Control - Operate with Universal
Remote or LionChief® App
Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your locomotive
by speaking commands into your phone via
LionChief® App
Odyssey® II Speed Control

LEGACY® RAILSOUNDS®

6

?

LEGACY® RailSounds® sound system featuring:
J

J

J
J

J

J

CrewTalk™ dialog with different scenarios depending
on whether the locomotive is in motion or stopped
TrainSounds that mimic operating dialog when the
locomotive is in motion or stopped
Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog
DynaChuff™ synchronized with 32 levels of intensity
as the locomotive gains speed
LEGACY® “Real-Time Quilling Whistle” control with
instant response for realistic signature “quilling”
and correctly timed warning signals
• 5 different whistles to choose from for a more
customized experience

TRACK IR

J

J

Single hit or continuous mechanical bell sounds
• 5 levels of bell pitching for customized sounds
Sequence Control: plays the sound effects of
an entire trip, including warning sounds and
announcements, based on the movement and speed
of the locomotive
Current speed and fuel dialog, coal or oil loading
sound effects

MAINTENANCE-FREE MOTOR

EQUIPPED WITH

RUN YOUR TRAIN WITH LIONEL LIONCHIEF® APP

?

?

?

?
?

?

IR Transmitter that works with LCS
SensorTrack™
Powerful maintenance-free motor with
momentum flywheel
Wireless Tether™ connection between
locomotive and tender
ElectroCoupler™ on rear of tender
Directional lighting including operating
headlight and back-up light on rear of tender
Bicolor illuminated classification lights on the
front of locomotive where applicable. Using
a Legacy controller, change the color of the
classification lights between white or green

BLUETOOTH CONTROL

?
?
?

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Traction tires
Interior illumination in cab
Die-cast metal locomotive body, pilot, and
trucks
Die-cast metal tender body and trucks
High level of separately applied metal details
Separately applied builder’s plate
Synchronized fan-driven smoke unit
Adjustable smoke output
Authentically detailed cab interior
Cab “glass” windows
Engineer and fireman figures

LEGACY® CONTROL

FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE

LIONEL, LLC
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2-10-0
In the 1920s, Baldwin offered a standard light
Decapod designed to meet the needs of smaller
railroads in search of powerful locomotives with
proper weight distribution suitable for lighter rail.
Despite selling only a small handful to short lines,
a surprising number of this group can still be seen
today. None of them however are as well known,
nor run nearly as long as Great Western / Strasburg
Railroad No. 90.
Built in 1924 for the Great Western, 90 spent her first
43 years hauling sugar beets in Colorado. In 1967, the
Strasburg Railroad purchased the locomotive and
relocated her to Pennsylvania. For over 50 years,
No. 90 has been the regular power on the railroad’s
passenger excursions as well as revenue freight
runs. Lovingly and meticulously maintained on one
of North Americas oldest and most popular railroads,
No. 90 has introduced millions of people to the
sights, sounds and smells of a steam locomotive.
Long overdue, No. 90 is now available for the first
time in O scale as Lionel’s newest brass-hybrid
locomotive. Combining the high detail of handcrafted
brass with the reliability and features of our die-cast
LEGACY steam, this model offers the best of both
worlds. Lionel will produce three variations of this
locomotive to capture changing details through the
decades. This first release includes both original and
current variations. The extended smokebox years will
be covered in a future release.
As-delivered versions will also include similar sister
locomotives for the Osage and Seaboard Air Line.
(Additional roads will be offered in the future as
well.) Strasburg paint scheme variations include
some of the most popular from the 1990s to the
mid-2000s - and a special return to 1967 from a photo
charter in 2020. Lionel would like to thank the many
men and women at the Strasburg Railroad for their
help in making this model possible and indeed for
their tireless efforts to keep history alive.

2231010

Great Western #90
$1899.99

Strasburg #90 (1990s)
2231020 $1899.99

Strasburg #90 (2000s)
2231030 $1899.99

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?
?

?
?
?

?
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Standard LEGACY Steam features on pg. 6-7
Legacy/Bluetooth control
Fan driven stack smoke and whistle steam
Legacy RailSounds
Road number specific crew talk
Choose from 5 quillable whistles and
5 different bell pitch levels
LED lighting
Bi-color class/marker lights
Length: 19” (front of loco to rear of tender couplers included)
Minimum Curve: O54
Strasburg #90 (1967/2020)
2231050 $1899.99

LL !
A EW
N

BUILT
––– TO –––
ORDER

WHISTLE STEAM!

Great Western #90 (2000s)
2231040 $1899.99

Seaboard Air Line #525
2231060 $1899.99

2231070

Osage Railway #10
$1899.99
UNPAINTED BRASS & DIE-CAST
PILOT VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE!

Pilot (unpainted and clearcoated) (not shown)
2231600 $1899.99

SEE STRASBURG ADD-ON
PASSENGER CARS ON PAGES 10-11!

Catalog images based on initial design. Road specific
* detailing
will change before production. Follow Lionel.com
and social media for project and art updates.
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WOOD COACH
2-PACKS
FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?
?

Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
Flicker-free LED lighting
Detailed interior with figures
Separately applied details
Length: 17 2/10"
Minimum Curve: O42
Strasburg RR (1990s) Wood Coach 2-Pack #1
2227030 $399.99
Strasburg RR (1990s) Wood Coach 2-Pack #2 - #70 & #72 (not shown)
2227040 $399.99

2227170

Strasburg RR (1990s) Wood Coach/Combine 2-Pack #1
$399.99

OBSERVATION CARS
A fixture around the Strasburg depot and passenger trains
since beginning, Philadelphia & Reading business car #10
/ “Paradise” is a must have for any Strasburg fan! It’s the
perfect addition to your train, no matter what the era.
OBSERVATION CARS FEATURE
? Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
? Hidden uncoupling tabs
? Flicker-free LED lighting
? Detailed interior
? Hand-painted figures
? Length: 19"
? Minimum Curve: O54

10

2227010

Strasburg RR Observation “Paradise”
$209.99

LL !
A EW
N

GOES GREAT WITH STRASBURG 2-10-0
LOCOMOTIVES ON PAGES 8-9!

Strasburg RR (2000s) Wood Coach 2-Pack #1
2227050 $399.99
Strasburg RR (2000s) Wood Coach 2-Pack #2 - #70 & #72 (not shown)
2227060 $399.99

2227180

Strasburg RR (2000s) Wood Coach/Combine 2-Pack #2
$399.99

Philadelphia & Reading Observation #10
2227020 $209.99

LIONEL, LLC
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2-8-0

WHISTLE STEAM!

Based on a design used by the Union Pacific
and Southern Pacific Railroads, similar
Consolidations were found on other lines all
around the United States. In fact, there were more
2-8-0s on the rails than any other type of steam
locomotive! Primarily used in freight service,
some saw passenger duty as well. Several
remain preserved today, valued for their relative
simplicity and reliability.		
Lionel’s latest release includes new road names
from all corners of the country. Big enough to get
the job done but still small enough to operate
on any layout, these locomotives include all the
great LEGACY steam features you love in larger
power including Whistle Steam!

Santa Fe #2535
2231080 $749.99

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?

?
?
?
?

Standard LEGACY Steam features on pg. 6-7
Legacy/Bluetooth control
Fan driven stack and whistle steam
Legacy RailSounds
Choose from 5 quillable whistles and 5
different bell pitch levels
LED lighting
Bi-color class/marker lights
Length: 19 1/2"
Minimum Curve: O31

Buffalo Creek & Gauley #4
2231090 $749.99

2231110

12

Maine Central #519
$749.99
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BUILT
––– TO –––
ORDER

2231100

Chesapeake & Ohio #701
$749.99

2231120

New York Central #960
$749.99

2231130

Western Pacific #26
$749.99

LIONEL, LLC
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AC-12 CAB FORWARDS
Put your best cab forward with this latest release of the Southern
Pacific’s AC-12! One of our most popular models has been made even
better with the addition of Bluetooth, Voice Control, bi-color marker
lights and selectable horn and whistle options since our last release.
New prototypical and fantasy schemes are also available. The last run
sold out quickly - don’t miss this opportunity!
Developed to keep crews ahead of the exhaust fumes which lay thick
in the tunnels and snow sheds along its mountain crossings, the
Southern Pacific’s cab-forward design was as iconic for the railroad
as their Daylight passenger trains. The AC-12 class were the last and
largest of the type, serving only a few years before diesels replaced
steam on the hill. But for their time they were among the most
impressive machines to be found anywhere.

WHISTLE STEAM!

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Standard LEGACY Steam features on pg. 6-7
Legacy/Bluetooth control
Fan driven stack and whistle steam
Legacy RailSounds
Choose from 5 quillable whistles and 5 different bell pitch levels
LED lighting
Bi-color class/marker lights
Length: 32 1/2"
Minimum Curve: O72

2231192

2231191

Southern Pacific #4294
$1999.99

Southern Pacific #4281
$1999.99

BLACKENED SIDE
RODS ON #4278!

2231200

14

Southern Pacific #4278 (black tender)
$1999.99

2231230

2231210

Southern Pacific #4290 (Daylight)
$1999.99

2231220

Southern Pacific #4285 (Lark)
$1999.99
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BUILT
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ORDER

Southern Pacific #4276 (gray boiler)
$1999.99
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4-12-2
Because anything with ten wheels or less
is boring… we bring you the Union Pacific’s
2-12-4, a locomotive so uniquely UP the wheel
arrangement bears its name. Developed in 1926
by the Union Pacific and Alco to help conquer
the mountainous grades at higher speeds, these
large locomotives were anything but the dragfreight brutes of similar large locomotives.
Typically operated at speeds of 50 mph with
120 car trains, the 9000’s were capable of faster
speeds. Enginemen reported that with their
long wheelbase the ride got more comfortable
as speeds got higher. Although not assigned to
passenger service, tenders were equipped with
steam lines for such use.
The 9000s used a rare 3 cylinder design, with
the third piston located in the center of the
locomotive below the smokebox. The extra power
afforded by the design was somewhat offset
however by increased maintenance costs and
difficulty. But the locomotives served the UP well
for several decades until even larger locomotives
took their place.
Lionel’s version of the Union Pacific comes
complete with “Gresley valve gear” for the third
piston and 6 chuff/revolution sounds. Whistle
steam and Bluetooth are also included. In
addition to a variety of prototype paint schemes,
we’ve also added a few fantasy roads as well.
What if that 3rd cylinder concept caught on? It’s
pretty easy to imagine these beasts racing coal
through Ohio on the C&O or tackling the other
grades of the west north and south of Sherman
Hill. How will you put them to work on your
railroad?

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

?
?
?
?
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Standard LEGACY Steam features on pg. 6-7
Legacy/Bluetooth control
Fan driven stack and whistle steam
Working Gresley valve gear
Legacy RailSounds
6 chuffs/revolution
Choose from 5 quillable whistles and 5
different bell pitch levels
LED lighting
Bi-color class/marker lights
Length: 26 1/2"
Minimum Curve: O72

2231241

Union Pacific #9000
$1699.99

2231242

Union Pacific #9023
$1699.99
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BUILT
––– TO –––
ORDER
WHISTLE STEAM!

2231250

Union Pacific/OSL #9514
$1699.99

2231260

Union Pacific #9002
$1699.99

2231270

Union Pacific #9014
$1699.99

LIONEL, LLC
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4-12-2

2231280

WHISTLE STEAM!

Chesapeake & Ohio #560
$1699.99

Milwaukee Road #1500
2231300 $1699.99
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ORDER

2231310

2231320

2231290

Southern Pacific #2124
$1699.99

Spokane Portland & Seattle #651
$1699.99

Denver & Rio Grande #1420
$1699.99

LIONEL, LLC

LEGACY DIESEL
®

LEGACY® DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES

ON PAGES 22-33 ARE EQUIPPED WITH THESE GREAT FEATURES.
?

?

?

?
?

LEGACY® Control System equipped – able to
run in LEGACY® Control mode, in TrainMaster®
Command Control mode, or in Conventional
mode with a standard transformer
Bluetooth® Control - Operate with Universal
Remote or LionChief® App
Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your locomotive
by speaking commands into your phone via
LionChief® App
Odyssey® II Speed Control
LEGACY® RailSounds® sound system featuring:
J

J

J
J
J

J

J
J
J

J

CrewTalk™ dialog with different scenarios depending
on whether the locomotive is in motion or stopped
TrainSounds that mimic realistic radio chatter when
the locomotive is in motion or stopped
Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog
Eight diesel RPM levels
LEGACY® “Real-Time Quilling Horn” control with
instant response for realistic signature “quilling” and
correctly timed warning signals
5 different horns to choose from for a more
customized experience
Single hit or continuous mechanical bell sounds
5 levels of bell pitching for customized sounds
Sequence Control: Plays the sound effects of
an entire trip, including warning sounds and
announcements, based on the movement and speed
of the locomotive
Current speed and fuel dialog, refueling sound effects

MAINTENANCE-FREE MOTORS

20

?
?

?
?
?

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

?

IR Transmitter for SensorTrack™
Dual powerful maintenance-free motors with
momentum flywheels
ElectorCoupler™ on front and rear
Traction tires
Refined Conventional Transformer Control mode
with lower starting speeds
Fan-driven smoke unit
Adjustable smoke output
Directional lighting including LED headlights
Marker lights on front and rear
Illuminated number boards
Lighted cab interior
Die-cast trucks, pilot and fuel tank
Metal frame
High levels of separately applied
metal details
Engineer and conductor figures

BLUETOOTH CONTROL
LEGACY® CONTROL

LEGACY® RAILSOUNDS®

EQUIPPED WITH

RUN YOUR TRAIN WITH LIONEL LIONCHIEF® APP

FAN-DRIVEN SMOKE

LIONEL, LLC
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SD70MAC
One of the first successful AC traction motorequipped locomotives, railroads nationwide
purchased large numbers of the SD70MAC.
Although most commonly found on coal trains
and railroads with heavy grades where their
slow speed performance was essential, the
locomotives wandered into all sorts of services
and locations.
Mergers and sales have increased the variety
of paint schemes worn by the thousands of
SD70MACs still in service today. Lionel’s latest
run of this modern muscle includes some of
these patched and repainted units along with the
one of a kind BNSF merger scheme. Also for the
first time, these locomotives are available with
Bluetooth control and in two powered numbers
and a SuperBass unit to really amp up the sounds
as you put them in Run 8 on a heavy coal drag!

BNSF #9718
2233021 $649.99
BNSF SuperBass #9829 (not shown)
2233028 $549.99

POWERED UNITS FEATURE
?

Standard LEGACY Diesel features on pg. 20-21

SUPERBASS FEATURES
?
?
?
?

Non-powered
SuperBass sounds for extra realism
Fan-driven smoke
LED lighting

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
?
?

Length: 19"
Minimum Curve: O36

Norfolk Southern #1800
2233061 $649.99
Norfolk Southern #1801 (not shown)
2233062 $649.99

BNSF #9647
2233010 $649.99

22
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CSX #777
2233041 $649.99
CSX #780 (not shown)
2233042 $649.99
CSX SuperBass #782 (not shown)
2233048 $549.99

2233031

BNSF #9721
$649.99

BNSF #9789 (not shown)
2233032 $649.99
BNSF SuperBass #9819 (not shown)
2233038 $549.99

2233071

Paducah & Louisville #4501
$649.99

CSX #4551
2233051 $649.99

Paducah & Louisville #4504 (not shown)
2233072 $649.99

CSX #4553 (not shown)
2233052 $649.99

Paducah & Louisville SuperBass #4523 (not shown)
2233078 $549.99

CSX SuperBass #4558 (not shown)
2233058 $549.99

LIONEL, LLC
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SD45
Set the roar of 3600 horses loose on your layout
with these new LEGACY and SuperBass SD45s!
Available in all new paint schemes, these
locomotives feature numerous road-specific
details from the trucks to the roofline. And now
for the first time, we’re offering a SuperBass
non-powered version! Perfect for any lash-up,
these units will really raise the bar for sounds
and performance.

POWERED UNITS FEATURE
?
?
?
?

Standard LEGACY Diesel features on pg. 20-21
Road-specific detailing
Kinematic pilots
Easy conversion to scale couplers (not
included)

SUPERBASS FEATURES
?
?
?
?

?
?
?

Non-powered
Road-specific detailing
Kinematic pilots
Easy conversion to scale couplers
(not included)
SuperBass Sounds
Fan-driven smoke
Same lighting and detailed features by road
name as the powered SD45s

Burlington Northern #6445
2233081 $599.99
Burlington Northern #6452 (not shown)
2233082 $599.99
Burlington Northern SuperBass #6455 (not shown)
2233088 $499.99

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
?
?

Length: 17"
Minimum Curve: O54

EMD #4351
2233091 $599.99

2233101

Guilford/Springfield Terminal #681
$599.99

EMD #4352 (not shown)
2233092 $599.99

2233102

Guilford/Springfield Terminal #684 (not shown)
$599.99

EMD SuperBass #4353 (not shown)
2233098 $499.99

24

Guilford/Springfield Terminal SuperBass #685 (not shown)
2233108 $499.99
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BUILT
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ORDER

2233121

Norfolk Southern #1716
$599.99

2233122

Norfolk Southern #1766 (not shown)
$599.99

2233128

Norfolk Southern SuperBass #1795 (not shown)
$499.99

2233131

Pennsylvania #6186
$599.99

2233132

Pennsylvania #6197 (not shown)
$599.99

2233138

Pennsylvania SuperBass #6202 (not shown)
$499.99

2233111

Milwaukee Road #6
$599.99

2233112

Milwaukee Road #8 (not shown)
$599.99

2233118

Milwaukee Road SuperBass #10 (not shown)
$499.99

LIONEL, LLC
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DD35
Power hungry? The DD35A should fill any
appetite! Union Pacific ordered 15 of these
locomotives in 1965, piggybacking on the
cab-less DD35 which had come just before.
Essentially a pair of GP35 locomotives on a single
frame, these massive beasts were at home on
the long grades of UP’s mainlines. Early on, sand
proved to be causing an issue in the electrical
compartments. Solving this, large sandboxes
were added to the outside of the walkways above
the rear trucks.			
The Union Pacific fleet served well for roughly
15 years, but ultimately were replaced by
more efficient and more flexible single unit
locomotives. Aside from the sandboxes, recreated
for the first time on this run of models, there were
only minor variations in the UP paint schemes.
We’ve captured all three here as well as another
“what if” in today’s flag paint scheme as well
as two other plausible fantasy schemes for the
Alaska and Santa Fe. Although no other railroads
purchased any and none were preserved, we can
still dream big on our model railroads. This new
run incorporates all of the latest Lionel features so supersize your roster today!

2233141

Alaska #5000
$699.99

2233142

Alaska #5001 (not shown)
$699.99

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?

Standard LEGACY Diesel features on pg. 20-21
Dual Smoke Units
Operating warning light on cab roof
Length: 22"
Minimum Curve: O42 / O54 recommended

2233190
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2233160

Union Pacific #81 (flag)
$699.99

Union Pacific #71 (Dependable)
$699.99

2233151

Santa Fe #1650
$699.99

2233152

Santa Fe #1652 (not shown)
$699.99

2233170
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BUILT
––– TO –––
ORDER

Union Pacific #76 (Handle It)
$699.99

Union Pacific #77 (Shield)
2233180 $699.99

LIONEL, LLC
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SW1200
EMD’s SW1200, and its identical cousins the SW7
and SW9, have been a part of the railroad scene
for 70+ years! From branch line freight trains to
switchyards to mills, these switchers can still be
found hard at work nationwide. 		
The SW1200 shares the same great details as
our SW7 and SW8 releases. Featuring a single
motor drive, both LEGACY and Bluetooth control,
RailSounds and fixed pilots, these versatile
locomotives offer tremendous features and detail
in a compact model. They will be right at home
switching cars or hauling freight on railroads of
any size!			

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?

Standard LEGACY Diesel features on pg. 20-21
Fixed pilots
Single motor
Length: 12 1/2"
Minimum Curve: O31

DRGW #134
2233220 $549.99

EJ&E #306
2233230 $549.99
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Penn Central #9020
2233240 $549.99
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BUILT
––– TO –––
ORDER

2233210

BNSF #3505
$549.99

Santa Fe #1441
2233200 $549.99

US Steel #13
2233250 $549.99

LIONEL, LLC
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C LINER
Officially called the “Consolidation Line,” everyone
knew them simply as C-Liners. The concept was
solid - a customizable locomotive that could
be tailored to each railroad’s needs. Options
included three horsepower ratings, dynamic
brakes, steam generators, even 6-wheel rear
trucks for lighter track. Consequently, these were
found in both freight and passenger service.
Perhaps due mostly to the unique nature of
Fairbanks Morse’s opposed-piston design, order
numbers were relatively low across all of the
variations. Nevertheless, the C-Liners found their
way onto many different railroads and were often
mixed with other road power. Some were later
re-engined.
New to the Lionel line, these locomotives are now
available for the first time with Lionel’s LEGACY
control, Bluetooth, and LEGACY RailSounds! All of
the models chosen for this first release utilize the
very unique 4 and 6-wheel truck combination.
Sold individually, you can create a matched pair,
or mix and match with other locomotives in your
fleet.

2233261

FM Demonstrator #4801
$599.99

FM Demonstrator #4802 (not shown)
2233262 $599.99

BUILT
––– TO –––
ORDER

FEATURES
?
?
?

Standard LEGACY Diesel features on pg. 20-21
Length: 14 7/8"
Minimum Curve: O31
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2233311

Pennsylvania #9570
$599.99

2233312

Pennsylvania #9571 (not shown)
$599.99

BUILT
––– TO –––
ORDER

2227110

Long Island RR 72' Passenger Coach 2-Pack #1
$389.99

2227120

Long Island RR 72’ Passenger Coach 2-Pack #2 (not shown)
$389.99
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2233271

Canadian National #6701
$599.99

Canadian National #6705
(not shown)
2233272 $599.99

BUILT
––– TO –––
ORDER

New York Central #4500
2233301 $599.99
New York Central #4502
(not shown)
2233302 $599.99

BUILT
––– TO –––
ORDER

2233281

Long Island #2001
$599.99

Long Island #2003
(not shown)
2233282 $599.99

BUILT
––– TO –––
ORDER
PASSENGER CAR FEATURES
Flicker Free LED interior lighting
? Die-cast trucks
? Operating couplers
? Easy conversion to scale couplers (available
separately)
? Molded plastic interior details
? Length: 19" each
? Minimum Curve: O54
?

LIONEL, LLC
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NEW HAVEN
Passenger traffic was a substantial part of the
New Haven’s identity and business. Although the
road leased a few sleeping cars for connecting
trains, coaches and head-end express cars
made up most of their fleet. Despite their age,
New Haven kept the cars looking clean and
contemporary by updating the paint schemes
over the years. The black and orange McGinnis
paint began appearing on cars in the 1950s and
lasted to the end. These 18” heavyweights are
the perfect complement to your C-Liners, PAs, or
other New Haven power.
See the C Liner features on pages 30-31.
PASSENGER CAR FEATURE
? Die-cast sprung 4 or 6 wheel trucks
? Operating couplers with hidden
uncoupling tabs
? Flexible diaphragms between cars
? Opening doors
? Detailed interiors with figures
? Flicker-free LED interior lighting
? Length: 19”
? Minimum Curve: O54
ADDITIONAL STATIONSOUNDS DINER FEATURES
? Accessible with LEGACY ™ Train
Master Control system
? Custom recordings featuring multiple
characters allow you to recreate an entire rail
journey - from departure to arrival
at your final destination
? Arrival/departure announcements, dining
reservation calls and more in-route dialog
? “Clickety Clack” sounds in motion

BUILT
––– TO –––
ORDER
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2227130

New Haven 18" Passenger 2-Pack #1
$419.99

2227150

New Haven 18" Passenger 2-Pack #3
$419.99
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2233291

2227140

New Haven 18" Passenger 2-Pack #2
$419.99

2227160

New Haven 18" StationSounds Diner
$379.99

New Haven LEGACY C Liner #792
$599.99

New Haven LEGACY C Liner #798 (not shown)
2233292 $599.99

LIONEL, LLC
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BNSF COAL
TRAIN SET
Laden with black diamonds from the Powder
River Basin, train after train of coal feed the mills
and power plants of the nation and the world and
polish the rails of BNSF. Add a complete modern
coal train to your operations with this set. The
train includes a powerful LEGACY SD70MAC and
six rotary-dump gondolas complete with rotating
couplers and a flashing EOT on the last car! The
train can be easily expanded with additional
locomotives and coal cars available separately.

Full Set View
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ROLLING STOCK FEATURES
? Die cast trucks and couplers
? Non-operating couplers - fixed on B end of car,
rotating on A end of car
? Last car includes operating B end coupler with
flashing EOT
? Removable plastic coal loads
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
? Set Length: Approx. 97"
? Minimum Curve: O36

SET INCLUDES
? LEGACY SD70MAC
? 5 Coal gondolas
? 1 Coal gondola with operating EOT
LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
? See SD70MAC features on pg. 22-23

ADDITIONAL MATCHING
LOCOMOTIVES ON PAGE 22!

BNSF LEGACY Coal Train Set
2222010 $899.99

BNSF Standard O Rotary Gondola 4-Pack
2243010 $359.99

FEATURES
? Die-cast trucks
? One fixed and one rotating knuckle
coupler per car
? Removable coal load
? Length: 52"
? Minimum Curve: O31

LIONEL, LLC
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BURLINGTON
NORTHERN
HUSTLE MUSCLE
FREIGHT SET
Celebrating the heritage of the Burlington
Northern, this set includes an SD45 locomotive
and rolling stock from each predecessor road.
The “Hustle Muscle” gained fame on the Great
Northern and its name was kept in BN years.
With a roster made up of thousands of freight
cars, many predecessor paint schemes lasted
well into the BN era. Each of the cars in this set is
based off of prototype photos taken as late as the
late 1980s. This train includes a Northern Pacific
flatcar with fire truck, CB&Q cylindrical covered
hopper, Frisco 50’ boxcar and an SP&S caboose,
complete with our CupolaCam™ camera feature!
Stretch your consist with additional BN power
and rolling stock from this and previous catalogs!

WIFI CAMERA

Burlington Northern Hustle Muscle Freight Set
2222030 $1099.99
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INCLUDES CUPOLACAM™ CABOOSE
TO LIVE STREAM VIDEO FROM THE
CONDUCTOR’S POINT OF VIEW!
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SET INCLUDES
? LEGACY SD45
? 50’ flatcar with fire truck
? Cylindrical covered hopper
? 50’ Modern boxcar
? CupolaCam™ extended vision caboose
LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
? Standard LEGACY Diesel features on pg. 18-19
? Road-specific detailing
? Kinematic pilots
? Easy conversion to scale couplers (not included)

FLATCAR FEATURES
? Die-cast trucks with rotating bearing caps
? Operating couplers with hidden tabs
? Fire truck
? Easy conversion to scale couplers and two-rail
wheelsets (available separately)
? Wood deck
COVERED HOPPER FEATURES
? Die-cast trucks with rotating bearing caps
? Operating couplers with hidden tabs
? Opening roof hatches
? Easy conversion to scale couplers and two-rail
wheelsets (available separately)
BOXCAR FEATURES
? Die-cast trucks with rotating bearing caps
? Operating couplers with hidden tabs
? Opening doors

CUPOLACAM™ CABOOSE
FEATURES
? Die-cast trucks
? Operating couplers with hidden tabs
? Wi-fi camera in cupola
? Lighted detailed interior with figure
? Easy conversion to scale couplers and two-rail
wheelsets (available separately)
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
? Set Length: 69"
? Minimum Curve: O54 loco, O31 rolling stock

Full Set View

LIONEL, LLC
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CAMBRIA & INDIANA
BICENTENNIAL COAL
TRAIN SET

Cambria & Indiana Die-cast AAR 2-Bay Hopper 2-Pack
2226040 $199.99

One of Pennsylvania’s many coal-hauling short lines and
part of Bethlehem Steel’s railroad family, the Cambria and
Indiana hauled coal from its namesake counties in western
Pennsylvania for decades. In 1976, this small line took part in
the national celebration of our Bicentennial, painting not only a
locomotive but also two hoppers and a caboose for the event.
The operation was a hold out to a simpler era, but the pride
of the employees showed in how they maintained their
equipment. The C&I maintained its fleet of 55-ton hoppers and
switchers well; so much so that they were still in service into
the 1990s! The Bicentennial train was but one colorful chapter
in that history. This great set brings you the full red, white and
blue train plus two additional hoppers.

Cambria & Indiana Bicentennial LEGACY Coal Train Set
2222040 $999.99
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FEATURES
? Die-cast body
? Removable coal load
? Metal detail parts
? Die-cast trucks
? Operating couplers with hidden
uncoupling tabs
? Length: 9 1/2"
? Minimum Curve: O31

SET INCLUDES
LEGACY SW9
? 4 Die-cast twin hoppers
? Lighted 2-window caboose
LOCOMOTIVE
FEATURES
? See SW1200 features on pg. 28-29
?

ROLLING STOCK
FEATURES
? Die-cast trucks
? Operating couplers with hidden tabs
? Die-cast bodies on hoppers
? Removable coal loads
? Interior with figures in caboose
? LED interior illumination in caboose
? Separately applied detail parts
? Easy conversion to scale couplers and
wheels (available separately)

ADDITIONAL
FEATURES
? Set Length: Approx. 63"
? Minimum Curve: O31

Full Set View

LIONEL, LLC
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GRAND CANYON
RAILWAY STEAM
PASSENGER SET
Few railroads in the world can tout a destination
as spectacular as the Grand Canyon Railway! Why
drive to the rim when you can take the train? This
set captures the early years of this excursion
line, complete with a Consolidation and former
SP commuter coaches. Although the railroad has
since switched to more deluxe accommodations,
there’s no denying that a string of Pullman Green
coaches behind a steam locomotive was just a
perfect match for the scenery.
The set comes complete with a Consolidation
steam locomotive with all of the LEGACY and
Bluetooth bells and whistles. Four 72’ coaches are
ready for travelers. For busy days, you may want
to add two more coaches available separately!
We’ll provide the train - all you have to do is
model the Canyon.

2227210

Grand Canyon Railway Steam Passenger Set
2222050 $1299.99
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Grand Canyon Coach 2-Pack
$389.99
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FEATURES
? Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
? Kinematic coupler design for close coupling
? Scale coupler mounting brackets
? Flicker Free LED lighting
? Molded plastic interiors
? Clear window “glass”
? Length: 19” each
? Minimum Curve: O54

SET INCLUDES
? LEGACY Consolidation #29
? Four 72’ Coaches (2089, 2092, 2104 and 2117)
LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
? Standard LEGACY Steam features on pg. 6-7

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES
? Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
? Kinematic coupler design for close coupling
? Scale coupler mounting brackets
? Flicker Free LED lighting
? Molded plastic interiors
? Clear window “glass”
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
? Length: Approx. 88 1/2"
? Minimum Curve: O31 (loco), O54 (passenger cars)

Full Set View

LIONEL, LLC
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WOOD COACH
2-PACKS
Relive the golden era of train travel in these
antique coaches! Beautifully detailed with flickerfree LED interior lights, these cars are a great
complement to your steam locomotives. These
cars aren’t just for “old-timers.” Boston & Maine’s
wood coach fleet stayed in regular service on
Boston commuter trains well into the 1950s.

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?
?

Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
Flicker-free LED lighting
Detailed interior with figures
Separately applied details
Length: 17 2/10"
Minimum Curve: O42

Boston & Maine #1
2227090 $399.99
Boston & Maine #2 - #1243 & #71285 (not shown)
2227100 $399.99

Boston & Maine Wood Coach/Combine 2-Pack
2227200 $399.99
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Pennsylvania #1
2227070 $399.99
Pennsylvania #2 - #1581 & #1585 (not shown)
2227080 $399.99

2227190

Pennsylvania Wood Coach/Combine 2-Pack
$399.99

LIONEL, LLC
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4-DOOR HI-CUBE
BOXCARS
The big boxes are back! Whether it was a rolling
billboard for classic railroad liveries or a giant
canvas for graffiti, these cars commanded
attention in any era. These big models will be
hard to miss on your layout too! At nearly two
feet in length, these cars are massive. Yet thanks
to our innovative coupling system, you can run
them on O-54 curves.

Ann Arbor #10009
2226330 $129.99

FEATURES
?
?

?

?

?
?
?

Die-cast trucks with rotating bearing caps
Die-cast operating kinematic couplers extend
on curves for better operation
2 rail wheelset compatible (available
separately)
Scale cushioned draft gear included
for mounting scale couplers (available
separately)
1:48 scale
Length: 22"
Minimum Curve: O54

Canadian National #795101
2226340 $129.99

Ford #101
2226350 $139.99
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Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress
used under license to Lionel® NASCAR® Collectables.
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Norfolk & Western #355173
2226360 $129.99

Penn Central #237544
2226370 $129.99

Western Pacific #86011
2226380 $129.99

O
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Side A

4-DOOR HI-CUBE
BOXCARS

Norfolk Southern w/Graffiti
2226420 $139.99
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Side B

Side A

Conrail w/Graffiti
2226400 $139.99

Side B

Side A

Side B

Canadian National w/Graffiti
2226390 $139.99

Side B

Side A
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HLMX w/Graffiti
2226410 $139.99

HOBO SOUND
BOXCARS

Erie Hobo Sounds Boxcar
2226010 $189.99

Despite a hard life of uncertainty, solitude and
danger, the hobo has achieved an iconic status
for fighting through adversity, traveling without
constraints and self-reliance. Now you can add a
couple of wandering hobos to your layout! Sure to
catch your eye and ear in a passing freight train
as their harmonica plays out over the sounds of
the rails, this car will be equally eye-catching
on a siding! Playing hobo camp sounds when
stopped, or freight sounds in motion, these cars
will be a great addition to any scene!

FEATURES
?
?
?

?

?
?
?

Rock Island Hobo Sounds Boxcar
2226020 $189.99

?
?

Two pewter figures
Die-cast trucks
Operating couplers with hidden
uncoupling tabs
Easy conversion to scale couplers
and wheels (available separately)
Plays FreightSounds in motion
Plays hobo camp dialog when stopped
Max/Min switch and volume control
Length: 11 1/4"
Minimum Curve: O31

O
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AAR 2-BAY
HOPPER
2-PACKS
The offset side hopper design offered greater
capacity than the exterior post hopper, but
the sides were more likely to be damaged by
overloading and exposure of the structural posts
to the acidic coal. Nevertheless, these common
cars were a staple on railroads across the United
States for 40 years. Some of the P&S and C&I cars
could even be found on Conrail trains into the
early 1990s.
With die-cast bodies, Lionel’s cars will be ready to
handle your loads for years to come! These heavy
and detailed cars will be perfect for any railroad
from the 1940s to the 1990s.

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?

?
?

Santa Fe
2226030 $199.99

New York Central
2226050 $199.99

Die-cast body
Removable coal load
Metal detail parts
Die-cast trucks
Operating couplers with hidden
uncoupling tabs
Length: 9 1/2" each
Minimum Curve: O31
Norfolk Southern
2226060 $199.99

Reading
2226080 $199.99
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Pittsburg & Shawmut
2226070 $199.99
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Alaska RR #14500
2226090 $109.99

CYLINDRICAL
COVERED
HOPPERS

An innovative and soon common design, ACF’s
cylindrical hoppers revolutionized rail car
construction in the 1960s and remain a common
sight on the rails today. Available now in 6 all
new paint schemes, these cars are the perfect
addition to any diesel-era freight!
CSX (ex EL) #884137
2226100 $109.99

FEATURES
?
?
?
?

?
?

2226110

Erie Lackawanna #20021
$109.99

2226120

General Motors #61113
$109.99

General Motors Trademarks used under License to Lionel LLC.

2226130

Die-cast trucks with rotating bearing caps
Operating couplers with hidden tabs
Opening roof hatches
Easy conversion to scale couplers and two-rail
wheelsets (available separately)
Length: 13 1/2"
Minimum Curve: O36

New York Central #885950
$109.99

Union Pacific #221000
2226140 $109.99
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50' FLATCARS
WITH
FIRE TRUCK
The good people of town have been collecting
money for a new fire truck for months and there’s
sure to be a crowd around the team track when
it shows up! Loaded aboard Lionel’s die-cast
PS-5 flatcar, these die-cast fire trucks will be a
stand-out in any freight train. Featuring a wood
deck and movable bridge plates, these cars are
big on detail as well.

Santa Fe #91090
2226270 $159.99

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?
?

?
?

Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
Hidden uncoupling tabs
Real wood deck
Die-cast fire truck load
Movable bridge plates and trailer hitch
Scale coupler and two-rail wheelset
compatible (available separately)
Length: 14 3/4"
Minimum Curve: O36

Chesapeake & Ohio #81001
2226280 $159.99

New York Central #506261
2226290 $159.99

Pennsylvania #469660
2226300 $159.99

2226310

50

Southern #51819
$159.99

Union Pacific #53026
2226320 $159.99
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WIFI CAMERA

Cotton Belt #3
2226160 $219.99

CUPOLACAM™
CABOOSES

Be the boss of your train and ride the rails like
the conductor as you watch the live stream from
the cupola of these cabooses! Decorated in new
liveries, these cars put you in the action! Just
hook up to your Wi-Fi equipped device via a free
downloadable app or the included software and
you’ll be transported to a new model railroading
experience in minutes. Works with all track
and control systems, no additional hardware
purchases required.

FEATURES
?

?
?
?

?
?

CupolaCam™ Wi-Fi video camera streams live
video from the conductor’s vantage point
Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
LED interior illumination with on/off switch
Works with all layouts and 3-rail track and
control systems
Length: 10 1/4"
Minimum Curve: O31

Canadian Pacific #434604
2226150 $219.99

Seaboard #5754
2226180 $219.99

2226190

Soo Line #1
$219.99

2226170

Northern Pacific #10401
$219.99

North Pole Central #2521
2226200 $219.99
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CA-1 CABOOSES
Developed out of a common design in the 1910s,
the CA-1 class of cabooses served the Union
Pacific system well through the 1950s and
beyond. A perfect complement to a 9000 or your
other big UP steam and even early diesels, there’s
nothing crummy about these hacks!

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?

Union Pacific
Brown - As Built #2664
2226210 $149.99

Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
LED interior illumination
Detailed interior with brakeman figure
Length: 10 3/4"
Minimum Curve: O31

Union Pacific
Brown #2535
2226220 $149.99

Union Pacific
Yellow #2550
2226230 $149.99

Southern Pacific #703
2226250 $149.99

Union Pacific
Drive with Care #2654
2226240 $149.99
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Great Western
Railway #1006
2226260 $149.99
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STANDARD O
MODERN
BOXCARS
2243101

Ashley Drew & Northern #8134
$59.99

2243102

Ashley Drew & Northern #8145 (not shown)
$59.99

Based on a common ACF design popular from
the late 1960s to the 2000s, these boxcars could
be found in colorful paint schemes for railroads
small and large! Your rail yard simply isn’t
complete without them.

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?

2243111

Conrail #166255
$59.99

2243112

Conrail #166422 (not shown)
$59.99

2243141
2243142

Die-cast trucks
Operating couplers
Opening doors
Length: 13 1/2"
Minimum Curve: O31

2243131

Railbox #30284
$59.99

2243132

Railbox #30306 (not shown)
$59.99

Union Pacific #357416
$59.99

2243121

Rock Island #300032
$59.99

Union Pacific #357429 (not shown)
$59.99

2243122

Rock Island #399370 (not shown)
$59.99
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STANDARD O
ROTARY
GONDOLA
2-PACKS
Expand your modern coal service with these
gondolas. A common sight on railroads
nationwide for decades, these efficient cars are
always on the move. Like the prototype, our cars
are equipped with fixed and rotating couplers for
use in rotary coal dumpers. Two packs feature
one car with double-rotary couplers and another
with a flashing end of train device!

CSX
2243060 $179.99

FEATURES
?
?
?

?
?
?

Die-cast trucks
One car with 2 rotating couplers
One car with rotating coupler and operating
coupler with flashing EOT
Removable coal loads
Length: 26"
Minimum curve: O31

Union Pacific
2243090 $179.99

Pennsylvania
2243080 $179.99

Norfolk Southern
2243070 $179.99
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STANDARD O
ROTARY
GONDOLA
4-PACKS

Pennsylvania
2243040 $359.99

Expand your modern coal service with these
gondolas. A common sight on railroads
nationwide for decades, these efficient cars are
always on the move. Like the prototype, our cars
are equipped with fixed and rotating couplers for
use in rotary coal dumpers. Four packs feature
two cars with double-rotary couplers and two
with a flashing end of train device!

FEATURES
?
?

?
?
?

Norfolk Southern
2243030 $359.99

Union Pacific
2243050 $359.99

CSX
2243020 $359.99

Die-cast trucks
One fixed and one rotating knuckle coupler
per car
Removable coal load
Length: 52"
Minimum Curve: O31

O-GAUGE
Lionel’s line of Traditional O-Gauge products set the perfect tone for a beginner collector. Our
Traditional O-Gauge products are made slightly smaller in size than our O Scale products,
but run on the same 3 rail track system. This line is filled with an assortment of fun and
imaginative products, from Disney to Angela Trotta Thomas and THE POLAR EXPRESS™; as
well as LionChief® sets decked out in some of the most famous road names on the rails! Our
extensive line of Traditional O-Gauge sets, rolling stock and accessories are a great fit for
any layout, or even the perfect decorative touch for holidays!

LionChief® Our LionChief® system was designed to make running your train set
so simple! LionChief® remotes have an easy to use throttle, with forward and
reverse, and user-activated buttons for bell, whistle/horn and announcements.
Our LionChief® Ready-to-Run sets include everything you need to get your train
up and running!
LionChief® PLUS 2.0 A step-up from our traditional set locomotives, these
locomotives include improved sounds, additional light and smoke features, speed
control and the ability to be run via conventional transformer or TMCC Command
Control in addition to Bluetooth.
Increase Your Model Railroad Empire In each of our LionChief® sets, we give
you everything you need to get started, but why stop there? This catalog offers a
large assortment of separate sale FasTrack®, rolling stock and accessories to your
set and layout grow. Choose from a variety of Plug-Expand-Play accessories that
connect to the Lock-on track piece in your set and help take your layout to the next
level by adding animation and play-value!
Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth on board, allowing them to connect
with a compatible smart device.
Lionel Voice Control (LVC) Gives users the ability to speak commands into their
phone via the Lionel LionChief® App and control their train with voice commands.
Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) Gives users the ability to record their
own voice via Lionel LionChief® App and use that recording as a custom train
announcement on their engine/tender, OR stream their voice LIVE through the
engine/tender!
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LIONEL VOICE CONTROL (LVC)

This button enables the Lionel Voice Control feature,
allowing you to control your engine with voice
commands! Simply press the button, speak a command
and watch as your engine follows your lead!

BUTTONS TURN BLUE
WHEN ACTIVATED!

Horn/Whistle Bell

Announcements

Locomotive Number

ElectroCoupler™

Visual Engine Identification

Direction

Smoke

Momentum

HotSpot Mode

Link Search

Pitch Controls

Speed Limit

Throttle

Engine Information

Unlink
Master Volume

Individual Volume Controls

VOICE STREAMING & RECORDING (VSR)

Connect
Wirelessly!
Compatible with new
Lionel LEGACY, O-Gauge, HO
and S-Gauge Trains!
Control different locomotives from the same
device!

This button enters the Voice Streaming and
Recording menu. If your engine is equipped
with this feature, you will be able to record
and playback custom announcements
or live-stream your voice right to
your engine!

Download the FREE LionChief® APP on the Apple App Store & Google Play

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple
Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Mac App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned
by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Lionel, LLC is under license.
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

The Voice Streaming & Recording feature
is only available on select Bluetooth 5.0
equipped engines. Look for the VSR logo
on product and in the catalog!

Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

UNIVERSAL
REMOTE
FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?
?

?

?
?
?

?

?

?
?

?

Control any Bluetooth equipped Legacy locomotive
Control any O-Gauge LionChief® Plus locomotive
Control any O-Gauge Ready-to-Run LionChief® set locomotives
Control any S-Gauge FlyerChief™ locomotive
Control any Lionel HO LionChief® locomotive.
Load and operate up to three locomotives per remote
at any one time
Choose between any one of the three engines with the
simple 3-button control
LED Illumination on 1-2-3 buttons when pressed
On/Off Switch to preserve battery power
Remote “Train Memory” preserves current speed and direction of
engine when toggling operation between different locomotives
Even after power down and restarting remote retains memory of
the specific engines loaded in system
“Easy Clear” feature allows you to quickly remove and add new
locomotives into remote memory as needed
Forward and reverse speed control knob
Additional buttons for whistle sound, bell, special
announcements, and ElectroCoupler™ activation
Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not included)

RUNNING MULTIPLE LOCOMOTIVES HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER! USE THIS SINGLE REMOTE
TO OPERATE ANY OF YOUR LIONCHIEF® PLUS LOCOMOTIVES. YOUR NEED FOR MULTIPLE
REMOTES IS A THING OF THE PAST. IT’S THAT SIMPLE.
CHOOSE TO RUN ONE, TWO, OR THREE LOCOMOTIVES AT ANY TIME USING A SINGLE
UNIVERSAL REMOTE! WITHIN SECONDS AT STARTUP, LIONCHIEF® ENGINES ON THE TRACK
ARE IDENTIFIED AND LOADED INTO THE REMOTE MEMORY. PUSH ONE OF THE THREE
BUTTONS ON THE REMOTE DASHBOARD TO RUN THE ENGINE OF YOUR CHOICE!
SIMPLE AS 1-2-3.

6-83071 $49.99

Future
Universal Remote
updates can be
downloaded
via Android
or Apple APP!!

NEW
HOTSPOT
FEATURE!

UPDATE YOUR
REMOTE USING OUR
UNIVERSAL REMOTE
OVER-THE-AIR
UPDATER APP!

TM

Presenting the next generation of LionChief® Control, LionChief® Plus 2.0!
Combining the best features of our LionChief® Plus locomotives with TMCC
command control and additional sound and lighting enhancements, these
new locomotives offer the value, simplicity and flexibility in operating
modes you’ve been looking for. The ability to run via a Bluetooth® controller
(Universal Remote or LionChief® App), Command Control cab or conventional
transformer makes these locomotives perfect for any desired operating
system. Enhanced sound and lighting features make these new LionChief® 2.0
models more realistic and fun than ever before! Take a look at the table to
see all of the great features available and scan the pages ahead for the new
locomotives and sets with this fantastic new innovation.

LIONCHIEF® PLUS 2.0 ENGINES DO NOT COME WITH THEIR OWN REMOTE.
LIONCHIEF® PLUS 2.0 ENGINES CAN LASH-UP WITH LEGACY®ENGINES WITH A LEGACY®CONTROLLER!
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HUDSONS
A staple on Lionel layouts for generations, the
celebrated 4-6-4 Hudson is a favorite steam
locomotive among rail fans throughout the
country.
Now equipped with the innovative LionChief Plus
2.0 technology and offered in four popular road
names, the Hudson is a great addition to any
established layout.

FEATURES
?

?

?

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Command-control equipped J Operate via Bluetooth using Universal
Remote or LionChief App
J Operate via Command Control using TMCC
or LEGACY Cab
J Operate via conventional transformer
Railsounds® equipped –
J Steam engine and background sounds
J Whistle
J Bell
J Crewtalk / Towercom dialog
Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your
locomotive by speaking commands into your
phone via LionChief App
Fan-driven smoke
ElectroCouplers ™ on tender
Powerful maintenance-free motor
Die-cast trucks
Die-cast boiler and frame
Crew figures
Length: 19"
Minimum Curve: O31

New York Central #5314
2232010 $599.99

Union Pacific #675
2232020 $599.99

Santa Fe #3463
2232030 $599.99
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Lionel Lines #773
2232040 $599.99

Amtrak
Phase IV NEC #111
2234060 $449.99

GENESIS

Lionel is excited to introduce a new, powerful
passenger service Diesel to its line; the Amtrak
Genesis! This locomotive is known for being
aerodynamic, fuel-efficient and having greater
horsepower than its predecessors. The Amtrak
locomotive will come equipped with Lionel
LionChief Plus 2.0 innovation, giving you multiple
ways to run your Genesis.
Available in Amtrak deco Phases III, IV and V, and
including one of the special 50th Anniversary
schemes; these sophisticated Amtrak
locomotives are the perfect addition to your
modern diesel locomotive collection.

FEATURES
?

?

?

Amtrak
Phase III #40
2234070 $449.99

?
?
?
?
?
?
?

LOOK FOR FUTURE RELEASES OF NEW
PAINT SCHEMES LATER THIS YEAR!
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Amtrak
Phase V #150
2234050 $449.99

?
?
?
?

Command-control equipped J Operate via Bluetooth using Universal
Remote or LionChief App
J Operate via Command Control using TMCC
or LEGACY Cab
J Operate via conventional transformer
Railsounds® equipped J Diesel engine and background sounds
J Horn
J Bell
J Crewtalk / Towercom dialog
Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your
locomotive by speaking commands into your
phone via LionChief App
Fan-driven smoke
Dual ElectroCouplers™
Dual motors
Die-cast trucks
Metal frame
Directional Headlights
Cab light
Marker Lights
Ditch Lights
Length: 14 ½"
Minimum Curve: O31

Amtrak Phase V 50th Anniversary #46
2234080 $449.99

Official licensee of Amtrak. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation. Amtrak and Acela are registered service marks of the National
Railroad Passenger Corporation.
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ARMY FREIGHT
LIONCHIEF SET
Boots on the ground! It’s time to get this Army
train loaded up and off to our soldiers! Lionel’s
new Army LionChief train set comes complete
with everything you need to get your train up
and running and headed out to replenish the
base. Run this set with the included remote
or using our new Lionel Voice Control feature!
Become the Commander by simply speaking a
command into your phone via the LionChief App
and watch as your Army train follows your lead!
This set is also equipped with the new Voice
Streaming & Recording feature that gives you the
ability to record or live stream your own custom
announcements using the LionChief App.
Expand your set with our new Army Missile
Flatcar and grow your layout with our assortment
of new Army themed accessories! Your Army base
will be stocked up and ready to protect
and defend!

SET INCLUDES
? RS-3 diesel locomotive
? Ammunition Stock Car
? Missile Launching Car
? Security Caboose
? Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
? Two FasTrack® 10” straight track sections
? One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal section
? One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on section
? Wall-pack power supply
? LionChief® remote for locomotive

64

DETAILED
FIRE ESCAPE
ON BACK WALL!

Military Surplus Store
Plug-Expand-Play
? LED Lighted Interior
? Dimensions: 6 3/8" x 3 15/16" x 7 1/8"
2229130 $139.99
?

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
? Electric locomotive controlled by included LionChief remote,
LionChief Universal Remote (sold separately) or Bluetooth
LionChief app
? RailSounds RC sound system with diesel revving and
background sounds, horn, bell, and user-activated
announcements
? Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your locomotive by speaking
commands into your phone via LionChief App
? Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - record or live stream your
own custom announcements via LionChief App
? On/Off switch for sounds
? Operating directional headlights
? Powerful maintenance free motor
? Operating couplers at both ends
? Illuminated cab interior

Army Freight LionChief Set
2223010 $424.99

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES
? Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
? Manual launch-able missiles on Missile Launch Car
? Interior LED illuminated caboose with rotating
searchlight
LIONCHIEF REMOTE FEATURES
? Forward and reverse speed control knob
? Three buttons for whistle sound, bell, and special
freight crew announcement
? Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not included)
SET FEATURES
? Length: 46 ¾"
? Minimum Curve: O31

Full Set View
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SEE ADDITIONAL MILITARY-THEMED
ACCESSORIES ON PAGE 72!

Army Missile Flatcar
Die-cast metal sprung trucks with operating couplers
? Two removable missiles
? Missiles compatible with missile launching cars
? Length: 11"
? Minimum Curve: O27
2228030 $79.99
?

Set Locomotive Side View
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PENNSYLVANIA
KEYSTONE SET
The Pennsylvania Keystone Special, a Ready-toRun set favorite, is now upgraded! Dressed in
realistic Brunswick green, this set is equipped
with our LionChief® system and the enhanced
Bluetooth 5.0 technology, allowing you to run this
train set like never before. All cars feature the
popular Pennsylvania name and markings, and a
searchlight car is included to add to the fun.

SET INCLUDES
? Pennsylvania 0-8-0 Steam Locomotive
and tender
? Pennsylvania boxcar
? Pennsylvania searchlight car
? Pennsylvania Caboose
? Eight pieces of O36 curved FasTrack®
? Two FasTrack® 10” straight track sections
? One LionChief FasTrack® Terminal section
? One Plug-Expand-Play® Power Lock-on section
? Wall-pack power supply
? LionChief® remote for locomotive

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
? Electric locomotive controlled by included LionChief remote,
LionChief Universal Remote (sold separately) or Bluetooth
LionChief app
? Lionel Voice Control (LVC) - run your locomotive by speaking
commands into your phone via LionChief® App
? Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR) - record or live stream your
own custom announcements via LionChief® App
? RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam chuffing and
background sounds, whistle, bell, and user-activated
announcements
? Puffing smoke unit
? On/Off switch for smoke, chuff and sound
? Operating headlight
? Powerful maintenance-free motor
? Operating couplers

Pennsylvania Keystone LionChief® Bluetooth 5.0 Set
2123200 $349.99
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FREIGHT CAR FEATURES
? Operating couplers
? Opening doors on boxcar
? LED illuminated searchlight
? Manually adjustable light position on searchlight car
? Illuminated caboose
LIONCHIEF REMOTE FEATURES
? Forward and reverse speed control knob
? Three buttons for whistle sound, bell, and special
announcements
? Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not included)
SET FEATURES
? Length: 46 ¾"
? Minimum Curve: O31
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Passenger Station
Plug-Expand-Play
? LED Lighted Interior
? Dimensions: 18 5/8" x 7 3/8" x 6 5/8"
2229080 $129.99
?

LIONEL, LLC
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ROLLING STOCK

USA

The Great Locomotive Chase 160th Anniversary Boxcar
On April 12, 2022, the history making Great Locomotive Chase turns 160!
Commemorate this legendary event with this special double-sided boxcar.

Angela Trotta Thomas GG1 Boxcar
Next up in the Angela Trotta Thomas Iconic Locomotive Series is the impressive
GG1. Angela painted this stunning depiction of this magnificent engine
specifically to be shown off on one of Lionel’s boxcars. Don’t miss out and make
sure to add the GG1 boxcar to your Angela Trotta Thomas rolling stock collection.

FEATURES

Printed and assembled in the USA
Die-cast metal sprung trucks with operating couplers
? Metal frame
? Opening doors
? Length: 10 ½”
? Minimum Curve: O27
2238020 $89.99
?
?

FEATURES

Die-cast metal sprung truck with operating couplers
Opening doors
? Length: 10 ½"
? Minimum Curve: O27
2228020 $79.99
?



      



 





?

USA

Union Pacific 160th Anniversary Boxcar
Celebrate your love for Union Pacific with this special
decorated boxcar honoring the iconic railroad line that has
been building America for 160 years!

Side A

FEATURES

Printed and assembled in the USA
Die-cast metal sprung trucks with operating couplers
? Metal frame
? Opening doors
? Length: 10 ½”
? Minimum Curve: O27
2238010 $89.99
?

Side A

Side B

?

Smithsonian 175th Anniversary Boxcar
Printed and assembled in the USA
? Die-cast metal sprung trucks
with operating couplers
? Metal frame
? Opening doors
? Length: 10 ½"
? Minimum Curve: O27
2238030 $89.99
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Side B

?

USA

©2021 Smithsonian
The Smithsonian name and sunburst are registered
trademarks of Smithsonian Institution.
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Persona
Showcase your family, friends, special occasions and favorite memories with an
assortment of personalized items! From the novice to the hobbyist, these cars will pull
at the heartstrings and add a cherished touch to your track layout. Add your own photo
and up to 3 lines of custom text!



      



 





Visit lionelstore.com to create yours today!

USA

2021 Happy Birthday
2138150

2021 Anniversary
2138170

2021 Christmas
2138160

LIONEL, LLC

EXPAND YOUR
ASSORTED ACCESSORIES
PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY®
With the Plug-Expand-Play® system by Lionel, operating accessories on your layout has
never been easier! Usable on any AC or DC powered layout but designed especially for
FasTrack® users, the Plug-Expand-Play® system simplifies what’s needed to connect your
operating accessories. It also minimizes the need to mess with bare wires on any FasTrack®
layout. This accessory system is often as simple as the name: Plug the accessory into your
powered track and you’re ready to play!

Improved and Simple Operation
Easy Set Up
Simple Standard cable system

1

2

3

Position your
Plug-Expand-Play®
accessory on your layout

Plug accessory into PlugExpand-Play® lock-on

Plug in your power
supply or Power up your
transformer

FOR RAILSIDE EXCITEMENT
ALL ALONG THE LINE!
Increase Your Model Railroad Empire In each of our LionChief® sets, we give
you everything you need to get started, but why stop there? This catalog offers a
large assortment of separate sale FasTrack®, rolling stock and accessories to your
set and layout grow. Choose from a variety of Plug-Expand-Play accessories that
connect to the Lock-on track piece in your set and help take your layout to the next
level by adding animation and play-value!
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MILITARY
ACCESSORIES

Missile Range
Durable plastic construction
? Manually activate four missiles to fire in succession
? Missile structure hidden behind camouflage “brush”
? Two support holes in base to secure accessory to layout
(optional)
? Dimensions: 7 ½" L x 2 ½" W x 3 ½" H
2229020 $69.99
?

”Welcome Home” Troops Townhouse
Plug-Expand-Play
? LED Lighted Interior
? Dimensions: 6 3/8" x 3 15/16" x 7 1/8"
2229140 $99.99
?

#943 Exploding Ammunition Dump
Caution! Live ammunition and explosions stored underground within
this Ammunition Dump. Paired with the Missile Range, this will add some
exploding action to your layout!

FEATURES

Durable plastic construction
Structure flies apart when struck by a projectile
? Dimensions: Approx. 4" L x 5 ½" W x 2 ½" H
2229010 $59.99
?
?

Quonset Hut
Smoke Stack Included
? Dimensions 8 ½" x 4" x 5"
2230030 $42.99
?
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PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY
ACCESSORIES
Train Orders Building
Passing trains automatically cause the figure to emerge
from the structure and the signal arms to raise
? Building with illuminated interior
? Industrial lamppost illuminates the platform
? PEP Accessory Activator Pack (6-81317) - required for
operation (SOLD SEPARATELY)
? Dimensions: 6 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 6 1/2"
2229030 $119.99
?

Tough Guys Gym & Fitness
LED Lighted Interior
? Dimensions: 9 3/8" x 9 3/8" x 6 3/8"
2229060 $149.99
?

Flagpole Features
? Plug-Expand-Play Accessory
? Illuminated lights on base of flagpole
? Two flags on heavy string
? Dimensions: 7” L x 5 3/4” W x 4 3/4” H

Chevy Flagpole
2129340 $39.99

Barn
LED Lighted Interior
? Movable Hay Crane
? Dimensions: 16 1/2" x 18 3/4" x 9 1/2"
2229070 $149.99
?

Ford Flagpole
2129350 $39.99
Chevrolet, Chevy, The “Bowtie” Emblem, Monte Carlo, Impala, Camaro,
emblems and vehicle body designs are General Motors Trademarks used
under license to Lionel® NASCAR® Collectables.

Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress
used under license to Lionel® NASCAR® Collectables.
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PLUG-EXPAND-PLAY
ACCESSORIES

Townhouse
LED Lighted Interior
? Dimensions: 6 3/8" x 3 15/16" x 7 1/8"
2229100 $99.99
?

DETAILED
FIRE ESCAPE
ON BACK WALL!

Mission Control Tower
Figures move inside tower
? Anemometer rotates on roof
? Interior LED lighting
? Powerful maintenance-free motor
? Includes On/Off /momentary switch
? Dimensions: 5"x 5" x 11"
2229040 $119.99
?

Thistle Stop Flower Shop
LED Lighted Interior
? Dimensions: 12 3/4" x 6 5/16" x 9 3/16"
2229110 $139.99
?
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Christmas Barn
LED String Lighting
? LED Interior Lighting
? Movable Hay Crane
? Dimensions: 16 1/2" x 18 3/4" x 9 1/2"
2229120 $169.99
?

GOES GREAT
WITH OUR NEW
FIRE TRUCK
ACCESSORIES ON
THE NEXT PAGE!

Burning House
Fully Assembled
? Fire simulating feature with multiple
flickering LEDs and dual smoke unit
? High/Low and Off smoke settings
? Dimensions: 8 1/2" x 4 5/8"x 7"
2229050 $169.99
?

Smoke Fluid Dropper 2-Pack
2230100 $4.49

EASILY DISPENSE SMOKE
FLUID INTO YOUR ENGINE OR
SMOKING ACCESSORY WITH
THIS SMOKE FLUID DROPPER!

Unscented Smoke Fluid
683280 $6.99
Log Cabin Scented Smoke Fluid (not shown)
2130110 $6.99
Wood Stove Scented Smoke Fluid (not shown)
683279 $6.99
Sugar Cookies Scented Smoke Fluid (not shown)
683275 $6.99
Pine Scented Smoke Fluid (not shown)
683277 $6.99
Hot Chocolate Scented Smoke Fluid (not shown)
683278 $6.99
Peppermint Scented Smoke Fluid (not shown)
683276 $6.99

LIONEL, LLC
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ASSORTED
ACCESSORIES

FIRE TRUCKS FEATURE
? Die-Cast
? Dimensions: 6 1/4" x 2 1/8" x 1 7/8"

Red Fire Truck
2230060 $69.99

Yellow Fire Truck
2230070 $69.99

Amtrak Through The Years Billboards
Includes three billboard stands
? Includes six billboard images on three two-sided inserts
2230020 $19.99

GOES GREAT WITH THE
BURNING BUILDING
ACCESSORY ON PAGE 75!

White Fire Truck
2230080 $69.99

Black Fire Truck
2230090 $69.99

?
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Official licensee of Amtrak. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation.
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ASSEMBLY REQUIRED!

Thru Truss Bridge Kit
Assembly required
? Compatible with O-27, O, and FasTrack track systems
? Metal base
? Flashing top-mounted beacon
? Rock piers included
? Dimensions: 26 1/8" x 7 1/2" x 12 1/2"
2130130 $59.99
?

Vintage Inspired Space Billboards
Includes three billboard stands
? Includes six billboard images on three two-sided inserts
2230010 $19.99
?

LIONEL, LLC

AMERICAN F
Lionel’s American Flyer line continues to expand with new offerings
for every interest level in the S Gauge world! Enjoy new LEGACY® and
FlyerChief locomotives, along with beautiful new heavyweight passenger
cars. Continue growing your consist with an assortment of new freight
cars including freightsounds boxcars, 3-Bay hoppers and milk flatcars!
All are available in a variety of paint schemes and numbers to help you
expand your railroad empire.

TM

FlyerChief® Our FlyerChief system was designed to make running your train
set so simple! FlyerChief remotes have an easy to use throttle, with forward and
reverse, and user-activated buttons for bell, whistle/horn and announcements.
Legacy® These engines have Lionel LEGACY® command control on board and can
also be operated with conventional transformer or DCC.
ElectroCouplers™ (LEGACY®, LionChief® Plus, TMCC® required) Open these
couplers anywhere on the layout without uncoupling track sections. The CAB-1 or
CAB‑2 Remote Controller activates the ElectroCouplers™.
RailSounds® Widely regarded as the industry standard, the impressive
RailSounds® sound system brings the real sounds of the railroad to your layout.
From the mechanical symphony of the locomotives, to the commotion of the
station, you will be impressed by the digitally recorded samples of these special
and authentic sounds.
Bluetooth® These engines have Bluetooth on board, allowing them to connect
with a compatible smart device.

Lionel Voice Control (LVC) Gives users the ability to speak commands into their
phone via the Lionel LionChief® App and control their train with voice commands.
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Look for our special American Flyer 75th Anniversary products
that were offered in our 2021 Volume I Catalog to ship this Fall!
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1946

American Flyer track was
changed from 3-rail
O-Gauge to 2-rail
S-Gauge track.

1958
Numbering changed from 3
digits to 5 digits to conform
with the new computerized
inventory system.

1953

The knuckle operating
couplers replaced the link
and pin couplers that had
been used since the start of
Gilbert S. production.

1967

Lionel obtained the tooling
for American Flyer trains.

1979

Lionel began producing
American Flyer product.

1981

1997
The first completely new
freight car, the cupola
caboose, was introduced.

2014

American Flyer introduces
the new FlyerChief
Control System.

The first Lionel-produced
American Flyer locomotives,
the Alco PA-1's and PB-1's,
were produced.

2003
The first completely new
locomotive, the USRA 2-8-2
with TrainMaster Command
Control, was released.

2021

American Flyer
celebrates 75 years
of S-Gauge trains!
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TEXAS & PACIFIC DELUXE
FREIGHT SET
As part of our 75th Anniversary Flyer celebration, Lionel is happy to bring out
this deluxe freight set combining the latest Lionel technology with the fun
and nostalgia of a classic American Flyer set! This feature-rich set includes
a FlyerChief GP7 and remote, operating log dump car, covered hopper,
FreightSounds boxcar, tank car and lighted caboose. The T&P’s “Swamp Holly
Orange” paint scheme has been an American Flyer tradition for decades, and
this set provides all you need to pass on the thrills to another generation.

2217010

TM

Texas & Pacific Deluxe FlyerChief Freight Set
$699.99

CLINCHFIELD COAL
HAULER SET
Head to coal country with this hardworking hauler. Easily overlooked, the
Clinchfield offered all the color and operational interests of larger lines like the
C&O or N&W, and left a memorable impression on those who discovered this
little gem. Bring a little slice of Appalachia home with this train that includes
a GP7 locomotive, a boxcar, four hoppers and a caboose – typical of those that
plied the twisting mountain branch-lines of an earlier generation.

2217020
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Clinchfield Coal Hauler FlyerChief Set
$599.99

TM
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SET INCLUDES
? FlyerChief GP7
? Remote control
? Operating log dump car - requires
649085 (Sold Separately)
? FreightSounds boxcar
? Covered hopper
? Tank car
? Lighted caboose

SET INCLUDES
? FlyerChief GP7
? Remote control
? Three 2-Bay Hoppers with coal
loads
? Boxcar
? Lighted caboose

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
Maintenance free motor
? Dual Electrocouplers
? FlyerChief control with Bluetooth
? Stamped metal frame
? Front and rear headlights
? Cab light
? Die-cast fuel tank

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES
? Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
? Operating log dump car works with activation track
(included)
? Log load and dump bin
? Boxcar plays FreightSounds in motion
? Max/Min switch and volume control on boxcar
? Opening doors on boxcar
? LED lights in caboose
SET FEATURES
? Length: Approx. 50"
? Minimum Curve: R20

LOCOMOTIVE FEATURES
Maintenance free motor
? Dual Electrocouplers
? FlyerChief control with Bluetooth
? Stamped metal frame
? Front and rear headlights
? Cab light
? Die-cast fuel tank

ROLLING STOCK FEATURES
? Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
? Removable coal load in hoppers
? Opening doors on boxcar
? LED lights in caboose
SET FEATURES
? Length: Approx. 50"
? Minimum Curve: R20

?

?

LIONEL, LLC
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GP7
The GP7 was a ubiquitous sight on American rails
for decades. Adorned in an array of colorful paint
schemes and used in every type of service, no
railroad should be without a stable of these on
their roster.

FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Maintenance free motor
Dual Electrocouplers
FlyerChief control with Bluetooth
Stamped metal frame
Front and rear headlights
Cab light
Die-cast fuel tank
Length: 9 1/2"
Minimum Curve: R20

2221010

Burlington Northern #1540
$274.99

Chessie #5731
2221020 $274.99

TM

Lehigh Valley #300
2221030 $274.99

Wabash #475
2221040 $274.99
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2-BAY
COVERED
HOPPERS
FEATURES
?
?
?
?

2219051

Andersons #185
$59.99

2219052

Andersons #188 (not shown)
$59.99

2219071

Chessie #604915
$59.99

2219072

Chessie #604922 (not shown)
$59.99

2219081

Reading #79172
$59.99

2219082

Reading #79175 (not shown)
$59.99

Die-cast trucks
Operating couplers
Length: 7 5/8"
Minimum Curve: R20

2219061

Baltimore & Ohio #630308
$59.99

2219062

Baltimore & Ohio #630413 (not shown)
$59.99

2219091

Southern Pacific #400014
$59.99

2219092

Southern Pacific #400021 (not shown)
$59.99

LIONEL, LLC
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BOXCARS
FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?

Die-cast trucks
Operating couplers
Opening doors
Length: 8 3/8"
Minimum Curve: R20
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2219101

Central of Georgia #5778
$64.99

2219102

Central of Georgia #5870 (not shown)
$64.99

2219111

Conrail #215377
$64.99

2219112

Conrail #215387 (not shown)
$64.99

2219131

Norfolk Southern #1575
$64.99

2219132

Norfolk Southern #1600 (not shown)
$64.99

2219121

Norfolk & Western #43626
$64.99

2219122

Norfolk & Western #43759 (not shown)
$64.99

2219141

Western Pacific #20801
$64.99

2219142

Western Pacific #20820 (not shown)
$64.99
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3-DOME
TANK CARS
FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?

2219160

Die-cast trucks
Operating couplers
Metal railings and ladders
Length: 7 5/8"
Minimum Curve: R20

Frac-King Oil #21916
$64.99

2219170

Penn Central #70755
$64.99

2219180

SHPX #104
$64.99

US Army #10981
2219200 $64.99

LIONEL, LLC

S

GAUGE

LOG DUMP CARS
FEATURES
?
?

?

?
?

Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
Includes operating contactor, dumping
platform and wood logs
Use with American Flyer FasTrack Activator Rail
(6-49895) sold separately
Length: 7 7/16"
Minimum Curve: R20

2219010

Deck detail

Alaska
$109.99

Deck detail

Burlington Northern
2219020 $109.99

Deck detail
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Union Pacific
2219030 $109.99
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N

ASSORTED
ROLLING
STOCK

USA Patriotic Sounds Boxcar
Die-cast sprung trucks
? Operating couplers
? Metal frame
? Opening doors
? Plays Patriotic music in motion or stopped
? On/off switch
? Length: 8 3/8"
? Minimum Curve: R20
2219150 $149.99
?

Hobo and Bull Boxcar Set
Often romanticized, the life of a hobo was
really one of hardship and troubles. This
latest variation on the walking brakeman
includes two cars; as the hobo makes his
way along one rooftop, the railroad “bull” is
hot on his heels on another. Life on the rails
was neither happy nor easy for either of
them, but this bit of railroad nostalgia is one
more story to add to your layout, complete
with “hobo code” symbols on the boxcars.

FEATURES

Hobo and “Bull” figures walk across
car roofs
? Die-cast trucks
? Operating couplers
? Opening doors
? Metal underframe and door guides
? Length: 8 3/8"
? Minimum Curve: R20
2219040 $199.99
?

LIONEL, LLC

S

GAUGE

T-REX OIL
COLLECTION

T-Rex Oil Ramp Flatcar
Your T-Rex oil delivery will be on the road in a hurry with
the operating ramp car. The car will offload the truck
to the side of the track when used with an American
Flyer operating track (sold separately). It’s the perfect
complement to your T-Rex Oil yard.

FEATURES

Flatcar unloads vehicle to side of track
Works with 6-49085 Operating Track (sold separately)
? Die-cast trucks
? Operating couplers
? Metal frame and ramp
? Oil truck included
? Length: 9"
? Minimum Curve: R20
2219210 $109.99
?
?

T-Rex Oil Single Dome Tank Car #1894
Die-cast trucks
? Operating couplers
? Metal railings and ladders
? Length: 7 5/8"
? Minimum Curve: R20
2219190 $64.99
?

Complete your T-Rex scene with these great accessories! Elevated
and regular oil tanks are a great place to spot your T-Rex tank cars
and delivery trucks. Both tanks feature working LED yard lights!

FEATURES
?
?
?
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T-Rex Oil Elevated Storage Tank
2220010 $79.99

Operating LED yard light
Metal platform and ladder
Dimensions: Elevated – 4" x 7" x 5"
Standard – 4" x 7" x 2 1/2"

T-Rex Oil Storage Tank
2220020 $79.99

LL !
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N

CABOOSES
FEATURES
?
?
?
?
?

2219220

2219230

Die-cast trucks
Operating couplers
LED interior lighting
Length: 7"
Minimum Curve: R20

Santa Fe #1579
$74.99

Rio Grande #01481
$74.99

2219240

US Army #1991
$74.99

LIONEL, LLC

LIONEL
Lionel offers a variety of products
to expand your HO Scale Empire!
LIONCHIEF® SETS • LOCOMOTIVES • ROLLING STOCK
ACCESSORIES • TRACK & MORE!
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LOOK FOR NEW HO PRODUCT RELEASES
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR!
For more information, visit www.lionel.com

MAGNELOCK TRACK!

A Personal Invitation to Join
the Lionel Collectors Club of America

W

hen you own the fine products fine products
made by the legendary Lionel®, be sure to
join the Lionel Collectors Club of America
(LCCA). Enjoy this great hobby to
the fullest. The LCCA has thousands
of members of all ages worldwide who share an
enthusiastic interest in Lionel Trains.

An LCCA membership adds so much to this
great hobby:
• Free Lionel product catalog sent to your door as soon
as they are released
• Opportunity to buy exclusive LCCA train products
• Free subscriptions to LCCA’s magazines The Lion
Roars (five times per year) and The Lion Cub for
Junior members
• Free LCCA Interchange Track publication four
times a year, filled with page after page of trains
and accessories for sale by members
• Access to the LCCA members-only section of the
club’s website, where you can find all the latest
information on club events and activities, exclusive
member offerings and much more
• Exclusive access to the LCCA Historical Model Train
Archive – a complete digital history of Lionel catalogs,
magazines and advertising since 1900. Ives and
American Flyer paper archives have recently been
added to this comprehensive LCCA archive.
• Access to purchase the LCCA/Lionel Modular Railroad
System…for use at home or at local club get-togethers
• Opportunity to attend the members-only LCCA annual
national convention held in July
• E-mail and e-blasts with club and hobby news

Members receive
these LCCA publications.

Members receive FREE
Lionel Product Catalogs
and ten percent off of
most products at the
lionelstore.com *
* Catalog mailing will begin the next catalog
cycle after signing up for membership.

Over 50 Years of Toy Train Fun

The LCCA is celebrating over 50 years of enhancing the
enjoyment of owning and operating Lionel Trains, and we
welcome model train collectors, operators, hobbyists of all
ages as Regular Members, Electronic Members, and Junior
Members under 18 years old.
See why thousands of our members think the LCCA is
“The Best Train Club on the Planet!” To join, visit the club
website lionelcollectors.org.

L

Only LCCA
members
can purchase
exclusive
Lionel
products
like this.

A

IONEL COLLECTORS AMERIC
C L U B of
EST 1970

The Best Toy Train Club on the Planet!
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Lionel Collector’s
Club of America
2021 Texas Special
Walking Brakeman Car
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Custom Lionel Product

Contact: Lauren Morris
Customproduct@lionel.com
(p) 704.454.4265

Your One Stop Shop To Order Unique Products for Your Customers TODAY!

7 ANNUAL NATIONAL LIONEL TRAIN
DAY
DECEMBER 4 , 2021
th

SIDE B

SIDE A

TH

CELEBRATE THE MAGIC OF LIONEL TRAINS
For more information visit www.lionel.com

A moment that lasts a lifetime

Show Us Your Lionel Moment using
on social media


   

 
      
    
 
  
  



   

 

LIONEL CONTROL SYSTEMS


Bluetooth
LC Remote Included
Conventional
Command Control
Lionel Voice Control (LVC)

# Chuffs/Rev
Diesel Rev Levels
CrewTalk
Volume Control
Background Sounds
Whistle/Horn
Bell
Quillable Horn/Whistle
Voice Streaming & Recording (VSR)
*select models as noted

Headlight
Rear light
Numberboards
Directional Lighting
Cab light
Firebox Flicker
Ditch Lights
Strobe Lights
MARS Light
Emergency Light
Rule 17 Lighting
Marker Lights
Ashpan Glow

Puffing Main Smoke
Fan-Driven Main Smoke
Auxilliary Smoke

ElectroCouplers

Speed Control
Lash-up Capabilities
LCS SensoTrack IR
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The The
BNSF
BNSF
Railway;
Railway;
Santa
Santa
Fe; Burlington
Fe; Burlington
Northern;
Northern;
Frisco;
Frisco;
Spokane,
Spokane,
Portland
Portland
and and
Seattle
Seattle
Ry.; Denver
Ry.; Denver
Road;
Road;
Northern
Northern
Pacific
Pacific
Railway;
Railway;
Colorado
Colorado
and and
Southern;
Southern;
Great
Great
Northern
Northern
Railway;
Railway;
Burlington
Burlington
Route;
Route;
and and
Burlington
Burlington
Northern
Northern
Santa
Santa
Fe Railway
Fe Railway
marks
marks
are licensed
are licensed
marks
marks
owned
owned
by BNSF
by BNSF
Railway
Railway
Company.
Company.
Conrail,
Conrail,
Central
Central
Railroad
Railroad
Company
Company
of NJ,ofErie
NJ, Erie
Lackawanna
Lackawanna
Railway
Railway
Company,
Company,
Lehigh
Lehigh
and and
Hudson
Hudson
RiverRiver
Railway
Railway
Company,
Company,
Lehigh
Lehigh
Valley
Valley
Railroad
Railroad
Company,
Company,
NewNew
YorkYork
Atlantic
Atlantic
Coast
Coast
Line,Line,
Baltimore
Baltimore
& Ohio
& Ohio
Railroad,
Railroad,
B&O,
B&O,
Chesapeake
Chesapeake
and and
OhioOhio
Railway,
Railway,
C and
C and
O, Chessie
O, Chessie
System,
System,
Clinchfield
Clinchfield
Railroad,
Railroad,
Louisville
Louisville
and and
Nashville
Nashville
Railroad,
Railroad,
CSXT
CSXT
Intellectual
Intellectual
Properties
Properties
Corporation
Corporation
and and
are used
are used
withwith
permission.
permission.
Official
Official
licensee
licensee
of Amtrak.
of Amtrak.
Amtrak
Amtrak
is a registered
is a registered
service
service
markmark
of the
ofNational
the National
Railroad
Railroad
Passenger
Passenger
Corporation.
Corporation.
Amtrak
Amtrak
and and
Acela
Acela
are registered
are registered
service
service
marks
marks
of the
of the
National
National
Railroad
Railroad
Passenger
Passenger
Corporation.
Corporation.
The The
Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Road,
Road,
The The
Chicago
Chicago
Milwaukee
Milwaukee
St. Paul
St. Paul
& Pacific
& Pacific
and/or
and/or
Hiawatha
Hiawatha
Emblem
Emblem
are used
are used
withwith
permission
permission
of the
ofMilwaukee
the Milwaukee
RoadRoad
Historical
Historical
Association.
Association.
“Long
“Long
Island
Island
Rail Rail
Road,”
Road,”
“LIRR”
“LIRR”
and and
“Dashing
“Dashing
Dan”Dan”
(R) Metropolitan
(R) Metropolitan
Transportation
Transportation
Authority.
Authority.

